
StorageHawk specializes in technology sales and consulting to all verticals of the Federal Government,  
including the Department of Defense, the intelligence community and civilian agencies. StorageHawk is  
most like a “value-added reseller”, but hardware and software from tier-one partners is just one component 
of our solutions. The other equally essential part is our proven expertise in using products to solve technical 
issues inside agency data centers.

StorageHawk
www.storagehawk.com

703.465.9000
2373 North Fillmore St. 

Arlington, VA 22207

Solutions for Storage
StorageHawk, in partnership with Pure Storage, offers solutions to help refresh your legacy 
storage and modernize your data experience. StorageHawk provides the authoritative, 
technical expertise agencies need to swiftly identify, then solve complex data management 
challenges – going directly from requirements to results. Set your agency up for success 
in FY 2021 by leveraging your end-of-year funds on an effective, proven approach that 
addresses data complexity via one wholistic platform.

Pure Storage Offerings
StorageHawk is authorized to distribute Pure Storage solutions to government agencies  
to help modernize systems and ease workflows.

FLASHARRAY: The first all-flash, 100% NVMe shared accelerated storage with proven 
99.9999% availability and consistent performance through non-disruptive upgrades and 
maintenance – backed by industry-leading predictive support. It enables you to start small 
and grow as you need with high-performance, scalable data storage and the astonishing 
simplicity of Pure. 
+  Includes Pure Evergreen Storage, which is deployed once and continues to deliver  

value for a decade or more. As upgrades and expansions are needed, you won’t 
experience any downtime, performance impacts or data migrations. 

FLASHBLADE: The industry’s most advanced storage for unstructured data, consolidating 
complex data silos to optimize infrastructure and accelerate tomorrow’s discoveries  
and insights.
+  Delivers native scale-out file and object storage
+  Offers a full-stack AI-ready infrastructure, delivering the time-to-insight that  

data-driven innovators need

PURE AS-A-SERVICE: Get all the benefit of Pure Storage technology while you eliminate the 
big ticket CAPEX investment. Costs are aligned to usage in a pay-as-you-go model – easy 
to get in, easy to ramp up, and no long-term commitments. Enjoy the benefits of aligning 
your cost with actual usage.

Fast Value
+ Items ship and deliver within 3 weeks of order
+ Install and training is a 1-day effort
+  Your new Pure Storage technology is operational and will deliver value far  

faster than alternative technologies 

Benefits of All-flash
+ Removes the need to buy extra hardware for better performance
+  Lessens the number of devices needed which also reduces the number of cables needed to 

tether everything together as well as less air movement restrictions (reduced cooling costs)
+  Increases density of storage arrays, enabling you to reduce entire racks of equipment to 

just handfuls of rack units (i.e. fewer rack units dedicated to storage)
+  Produces a more simplified data center that reduces the physical costs associated with it
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